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Learning Objectives

1.Learn old brain/new brain neuroscience findings to understand why 

our brains get trapped in habit loops of trigger, behavior and reward 

that impact everything from substance use issues to anxiety. 

2. Learn practical skills to increase awareness and curiosity about why 

and how they can leverage mindfulness to address unwanted habit 

loops. 



Am I living skillfully?



The Violin Analogy & The skill of self-compassion

When a violin goes out of tune

we don’t label it as defective and 

throw it out.

We listen to what is not in tune and 

adjust the strings. 

This takes-

knowledge

awareness & 

mindful practice.



Please go to      ttpoll.com (do NOT download the app!)

Session ID is      Linda1
then     Join session 

You can change your response UNTIL  polling is closed



Do you know “The Hand model of the brain” by Dan Siegel?

a.Yes
b.No



Hand model of the brain  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xeDcPBD5Fk

Explains the need to live skillfully and practice mindfulness

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xeDcPBD5Fk


AWESOME RESOURCE    Judson Brewer, MD, PhD   drjud.com 
Addiction Psychiatrist, Researcher, Mindfulness Practitioner



Mindfulness
“Awareness that arises by paying 
attention in the present moment on 
purpose and non- judgmentally”

-Jon Kabat-Zinn

Moment to moment awareness while – gardening,    
mountain biking,   Creating art or music, being in 
nature, single task focus like eating, dancing  etc.

Meditation



What best describes your experience with meditation?

a. Love it, meditate daily

b. Like it, meditate often (but not daily)

c. Sometimes I meditate

d. I’ve tried it but my brain just 
won’t settle down 

e. Never tried it

f. Other



What is a “habit loop”?

And why popcorn, pot, porn, pandemics …
and pigeons?



How habit loops work

TRIGGER

REWARD BEHAVIOR



How our old brains get trained in habits 
BF Skinner and getting a pigeon to turn 



Why do we even have a “habit loop” brain?

• SURVIVAL - We can act quickly without thinking

• Benefit – it frees up the prefrontal cortex (PFC) for creativity

• BUT there are some problems…

• Substitution – our brains quickly connect the dots
• If the behavior worked for X, it will probably work for Y

• Routines - link our behavior to environmental triggers

• AND…

• “Changing habits is hard but it doesn’t have to be painful”
• If we learn to be awareness and curious in our own lives – Dr. Jud

• Non-judgemental self-compassion is a SKILL!



Table discussion

What do we do by habit?
(quickly list 5-10 things)

What does this have to do with athletes?



Habits aren’t “bad” they just are

•Think about muscle memory & your sport

•What’s “flow”? 

•Total engagement in the present 



Books



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/30/athletes-who-meditate-kobe-bryant_n_3347089.html

Huffington Post article on athletes who meditate

Derek Jeter

Misty May-Trainor & Kerri Walsh

Lebron James

Michael Jordan

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/30/athletes-


Habits & our brain
Brain Stem
Oldest &

strongest

Survival

Eating

Sex

New Brain
Prefrontal Cortex

Newest & weakest

Think

Plan

Create
Also habits like 

Walking

Talking

Reading

Writing

Driving

Athletic 

performance

etc.

But also 

Anxiety

Worry

Negative thoughts



Why doesn’t will power work?

-Newest part of the brain

-First to go “off-line” with stress



A little more brain science

What’s this?

Brain Wave



Default Mode Network (DMN)
-includes the posterior cingulate gyrus (PCC)

• Activated by

-Craving and anxiety

– Daydreaming, mind wandering

– Thinking about others

– Thinking about themselves 

– Planning for future

– Ruminating about the past

• Not activated when aware of 

and engaged in the present

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Default_mode_network



The Orbitofrontal cortex 
looks for the B.B.O. (Bigger, Better, Offer)

-Dr. Justin Brewer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFuVUZRm9AI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFuVUZRm9AI


What we want?

vs.

What we get?
TRIGGER

REWARD

BEHAVIOR

Mindful

AWARENESS

“be present”

CURIOSITY

& Self-compassion

Life stressor

Over eat

Smoke

View Porn

Drink/Drug

Watch Netflix



“Our brains are good at learning 
but easily 

hi-jacked by 
the modern world.”

-Justin Brewer MD, PhD



Food

Drugs

Nicotine

THC

Porn

Screens

Modern “rewards” are more “addictive” 
Why? Because they are quick, strong, reliable/novel, better than expected 

& under our control (mostly)



What’s the most common

addictive habit loop 

(molecule used/other 

behavior) on your campus?

THINK

OUTSIDE

THE

BOX



What “habit loop” are you MOST interested in?

a. Anxiety 

b. Over eating

c. Nicotine vaping

d. Cannabis use

e. Alcohol use

f. Porn

g. Binge watching screens

h. Online gaming

i. Other



3 apps, TED talks, videos, books, etc
drJud.com



https://drjud.com/health-care-provider-course-overview/

https://drjud.com/health-care-provider-course-overview/


10 minutes starts at 1 min: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFuVUZRm9AI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFuVUZRm9AI




3 steps: How mindfulness affects reward learning

1. Map out the habit loop

2. Updating the reward value in the brain 

3. Offer your brain something better (a BBO)
“What do I want more?

Curiosity and compassion to self are powerful rewards



Map out the habit loop – grab a pencil/pen

Triggers?
Hungry, angry, tired, lonely, (HALTS)?

Bored, sad, frustrated, annoyed, happy, annoyed, guilt, etc.
Environmental cues? People, places, things, time of day?

Behavior?
Be aware of each part of 
the behavior & 
where/when/with whom 
it occurs

Reward?
“What do I get from this?” 
“How did that feel?“

“After the initial reward, then what was it like?” 
“Is this enough?” 
“What do I want more?”



Challenge 
Change is hard but it doesn’t have to be painful

Grab a pen or pencil – put it in your 

NON DOMINANT hand

Then please write this sentence 3 times 

“I am a highly educated person.”



Mindfulness Practice 
Practical tips



Mindfulness Practical skills- The Shoes analogy

• Every skill is like a shoe

• Try it on for a while… see if it fits



3 main types of Mindfulness 
Meditation Exercises

• Focused awareness
–Usually on breath 

• Unfocused Awareness
–Being present in the moment

• Heart Practices 
–Metta meditation



3 types of Focus-based Meditation 
techniques are just slightly different shoes

• Concentrative Methods  
– usually attention to breath or mantra (the breath is always right now)

• Awareness Methods –
– align with your “inner observer” and “watch”   
– R.A.I.N. – Recognize, Accept, Investigate, Note – ride it out, surf the urge

• Surrender Methods – CENTERING PRAYER or “letting go”  

a prayer of intention not attention 
Being open to God…
one can not “empty” ----one can only “let go”



Practical details:  Sitting posture
How you hold your body changes your energy

Pick what is most 
comfortable for YOUR body

No matter what way you sit,
It’s the erect spine that matters.

START by 
“dropping 
into your 
body”



What to do with your hands?

“Place your hands evenly”



A subtle, gentle smile can help
it changes brain chemistry and sets 
intent on compassion



Focused Meditation Practice

“The Daisy Pattern”

Focus on the 
BREATH

Mindfulness is NOT 
emptying the mind.

It’s establishing a  new & 
skillful relationship with 
your thoughts.

-Justin Brewer



VCU COBE 2018 Townhall 

Dr. Brewer
The Craving Mind 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BTv6HQLNcRs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTv6HQLNcRs


Addiction is an inflammatory brain disease 

the most severe form of a habit loop

• Mindfulness practice can 

help reduce inflammation

• Awareness and Curiosity 

are powerful BBOs.

• Life is not fair but those in 

recovery find the BBO of an 

amazing healthy life



A word about tolerance and rewards

• What’s better than 1 scoop of ice cream?

• Tolerance occurs with habit loops that affect our reward system

What REWARDS that are FREE of tolerance? 
and actually easier to access with practice?

• Curiosity
• Self-kindness
• Connection
• Our brain keeps coming back for more!



What is the most devastating drug/molecule?

GENETICS

The one you like the best

ENVIROMENT

The one your friends are doing

HABIT LOOPs without awareness 
Non-judgmental curiosity is freeing

Stress/ACEs/Trauma

The one that meets a need in your life



What did you think about today’s session?



Addiction is an inflammatory brain disease 

the most severe form of a habit loop

• Mindfulness practice can 

help reduce inflammation

• Awareness and Curiosity 

are powerful BBOs.

• Life is not fair but those in 

recovery find the BBO of an 

amazing healthy life



When we get curious, we step 
out of our old, fear-based, 

reactive habit patterns, and we 
step into being. 

– Dr. Judson Brewer



linda@lindagivesback.com


